INNOVATE AND INITIATE
– from academia to business

PHD DAY 2020 PROGRAMME
24 JANUARY 2020, THE PER KIRKEBY AUDITORIUM, THE LAKESIDE LECTURE THEATRES

8.15  Welcome by the Head of the Graduate School
Helene Nørrelund, Head of the Graduate School of Health, Aarhus University

8.25  Welcome and presentation of the programme by the chair of the PhD Association
Cecilie Siggaard Jørgensen, PhD student, Chair of the PhD Association at Health, Aarhus University

8.45  “Innovate and Initiate – from Academia to Business!”, keynote lecture
Keynote speaker Paul J. Zak, PhD, scientist, entrepreneur and public speaker
Introduced by Michael Winterdahl, Associate professor, Dept. of Clinical Medicin, Aarhus University

9.45  Presentation of the “innovation network-session”
By Anette Poulsen Miltoft, Division Manager, AU Research Support and External Relations - Technology Transfer Office, Aarhus University

9.55  Networking with coffee/tea and fruit

10.15 Poster and flash talk presentations
Poster: The Lakeside Lecture Theatres and the Bartholin Building (build. 1241)
Flash talk: The Lakeside Lecture Theatres, the Bartholin Building (build. 1241) and Samfundsmedicinsk Auditorium (build. 1262/101)

11.45 Networking with lunch and poster viewing
The Lakeside Lecture Theatres and the Bartholin Building (build. 1241)

12.30 Oral presentations and flash talk presentations
Oral: The Lakeside Lecture Theatres and the Bartholin Building (build. 1241)
Flash talk: The Bartholin Building (build. 1241)

14.00 Networking with coffee/tea and cake

14.15 “Innovate and Initiate – from Academia to Business!”, keynote lecture
Keynote speaker John Haurum, MD, PhD, board member and advisor
Introduced by Claus Olesen, Senior researcher, Dept. of Biomedicine, Aarhus University

15.15 Networking

15.30 Fogh-Nielsen Competition
Chaired by Søren K. Moestrup, Professor, Chairman of the Fogh-Nielsen board and Signe Mosegaard, PhD student, Dept. of Clinical Medicine, Aarhus University

16.15 Awards: Poster-, oral- and flash talk presentations
Professor Ebbe Bødtkjer and PhD student Jacob Thyrsted Jensen, Chair and Co-chair of the Organizing Committee, PhD Day 2020

16.25 Closing remarks
Helene Nørrelund, Head of the Graduate School of Health, Aarhus University

16.30 The programme for the day ends

18.30 Dinner and award ceremonies
Centralværkstedet, Aarhus C.
Festive speech: Lars Østergaard, Professor and Consultant, Dept. of Clinical Medicine, Aarhus University